The original – hinge systems from SIMONSWERK.
SIMONSWERK has been one of the best-known manufacturers of hinges and hinge systems for some 120 years and stands for high quality requirements, a constant innovative spirit and active customer retention.

The modern, high-quality products are the pillar of our success. They are our response to the most varied requirements from the many different areas of use. The VARIANT brand is virtually a synonym for hinge systems in homes and buildings which must meet diverse requirements day in, day out right up to high load and safety requirements. As a fully concealed hinge system, TECTUS is highly suitable for modern, surface flush room structures. BAKA is the traditional brand for wooden house doors and windows. It is particularly characterised by its two-dimensional and three-dimensional adjusting technology. The SIKU hinge systems for plastic house doors are durable, can withstand loads and be used for all common profiles.

A long service life and the precise functioning of our hinges are the prerequisites for meeting the diverse technical, safety and design requirements. The hinge is always an important component of the door system and must fit perfectly into the overall picture of architecture and individual furnishing from both a technical and a visual viewpoint.

Several factors mirror our quality requirements.
First-rate raw materials. Qualified and committed employees. Mature and modern production techniques.

A company’s philosophy is reflected in its products. At SIMONSWERK, this means: perfection right from the outset, in all areas. Our quality requirements already begin when we select the raw materials. Our use of high-quality materials allows the largest possible freedom of design, providing diverse options for surface refinement and protection against corrosion. The latest manufacturing techniques and optimally coordinated production processes provide the utmost flexibility. Our own construction department develops tools which guarantee top precision in manufacturing. Quality assurance means more than control, it entails continuous improvement and development. Material and quality checks are carried out in close cooperation with testing institutes. These include fire prevention and protection, break-in protection and sound insulation tests as well as constant load tests according to CE guidelines. And last but not least, the Rheda-Wiedenbrück location in Eastern Westphalia contributes substantially to the quality requirement »made in Germany« also being lived and guaranteed in the future.

Vision
If you stop improving, you stop being good.
The market is constantly on the move. Requirements and demands change. The challenge at SIMONSWERK again and again is: make good even better, be a mastermind and a role model. Make daily routine special. In the design, function, visual and functional benefit for the customer. This is how products and projects emerge which deviate substantially from the run-of-the-mill. Since the company was founded in 1889, developments have repeatedly been implemented in across-market solutions and established in the sector. Thus, for example, maintenance-free slide bearing technology has become part of virtually the entire product programme and guarantees a long service life and high functionality of the hinges. The fully hidden hinge system TECTUS, which sets new standards in the field of flush room design, should not go unmentioned in this context. A company’s innovative strength expresses its competence and responsibility for the market, the target groups and its own products. Longevity, functionality and the capability to look beyond existing horizons are the basic prerequisites for opening new markets with new ideas.